
ABOUT US 

Hi, there. We're the team behind The Boogeyman:

Who Killed Sherry Ann Duncan? 

Us three are new graduates from the Media and

Communication program at Mahidol University

International College, Thailand. Our project

reflects the integration of two different

concentrations we come from, Journalism and

creative content. 

Our interest in true crime and storytelling opened

up an opportunity for such a project to grow in

Thailand, especially in the English language. 

Growing up here, we wanted to highlight crime

cases that showed cracks in the system and

opened up conversations influenced by societal

norms. Our storytelling structure covered what

happened, how it ended, what we could learn

from it. 

We wanted to retell the unsettling crime cases

that happened in Thailand more creatively and

respectfully while keeping the details as accurate

as possible. 

To raise the essential questions regarding societal

issues, we are here to dig into the question, "Who

do you think is the real Boogeyman?". Our

rendition of The Boogeyman embodies negative

actions, emotions, pre-set societal thinking, and

such. 

We learned how to produce stop motion videos by

ourselves at our home studio. Most of the props

you see in the video are handmade! 

We truly hope that our work can bring awareness

as well as inspiration to the society, and wish to be

a part of the small change the work might create. 

THE
BOOGEMAN 
our mini introduction and biography 



Director • Producer •  Lead Stop motion

animator

Hi, I'm  Chalisa, a journalism graduate who is

passionate about new media, linguistics and people’s

mind. I'm a big fan of true crime and tactile art, as

well as the psychology behind human behaviour,

which inspired me to this very series. The Boogey man

is a passion project that came to life from the effort

of our combined interests with the common goal of

telling the dark reality through children’s book format. 

Production designer • Editor • 2D

animator

Hello, there. This is Prim, a Thailand-based artist

with a lot of passions for art and creativity. My

fortes are illustrations and loop animations, but I

take interests in all forms of art. I believe your

product is the reflection of who you are and I am

on constantly on the path of discovering me

through my own works.

Screen Writer • Narrator

Hi, I'm Pul Parmar, an aspiring writer who's lived

hundreds of lives in the pages of the novels I've

read. Besides posting book reviews on

bookstagram and working part-time as a

freelance beta reader, I enjoy acting and voice-

acting as a hobby. I believe writing is an

expression, and words are the backbones of

communication.
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